Introduction and results. Let U denote the open unit disc in the complex
plane with closure U and boundary T. As usual, let Hp be the Hardy spaces and A be the space of functions holomorphic in U and continuous in U. For a continuous function / on an arc {e : t. <t <<2i °f ^» we consider its arithmetic means 1 " sn(f; tv t2) = -£ fiexpii2nkit2 -tx)/n + %2ntx)) and 4 fiexpii2nt.)) + fiexpii27rtA) i""1 , , , w n .. snif; tv t2) = ----^2~--+ j Z fiexpii2nkit2 -tx)/n + i2ntx)), it is easy to verify that, for all 72 and N,
where the series converges for all t. By (2) and (3), we have
where / is the a.e. radial limit of / ' and we have used the standard technique of passing to the radial limit. By applying the Holder inequality and the Hardy- 
It is natural to ask whether we can move the roots of unity, so that the means of / on T can still uniquely determine /. Theorem 1 implies that we can use the conformai images of the roots of unity under a linear fractional transformation. We also have Corollary 2. Let p be a C diffeomorphism of T with p(F) = p(z) for z eT.
Let znk = piei2lrk/n), k = 1,... ,b. // / is holomorphic in U with f'e Hp, 1 < p < oo, aB^ satisfies (l/n) 2? /(z ,) = 0 for n = 1, 2, • • •. Then f is the zero function.
To prove this, we let g = f ° p on T. Then by Corollary 1, we can conclude that g(e") = -g(e~u) for all /; and hence, for z = pie'1) on T, we have /(z) = -/(z).
That is, the function /(z) +/(z"), harmonic in U and continuous on U, is zero on T, and must be zero on U. By the Cauchy-Riemann equations, / = 0. for 0 < r < S. Since g(t) = 0 for |f | < S/2, we can conclude from (5) and (7) m ,7=0 " fcl \m 2J
We remark that our function / can be made to be holomorphic in a neighborhood of the arc {e : 0 < t < S\ by using Schwarz's reflection principle. By Corollary 1 of §2, we can conclude that fie'2"') = G(t) tot 0 <t <8. Therefore, we can apply a result of Patil [6] to obtain r8 bAei2m)G(t) f(z) = lim AAx(z) --dt for z in U, where G(t) is the limit of the uniformly convergent series (16).
